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Exact Bayesian filter and Joint IMM Coupled PDA tracking of
maneuvering targets from possibly missing and false measurements ?

Henk A.P. Blom a, Edwin A. Bloem a

aNational Aerospace Laboratory NLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

This paper represents the problem of tracking multiple manoeuvering targets from possibly missing and false measurements as one of
filtering for a jump-linear descriptor system with stochastic i.i.d. coefficients. This particular representation serves as an instrument in the
characterization of the exact Bayesian filter. Subsequently, novel finite dimensional filter algorithms are developed through introducing
approximations to the exact Bayesian solution. One filter approximation assumes conditionally Gaussian density of the joint target state
given the joint target manoeuvre mode and the algorithm is referred to as Joint IMM Coupled PDA (JIMMCPDA). The specialty of this
filter algorithm is that both the IMM step and the PDA step are performed jointly over the modes and states of all targets. Subsequently,
the CPDA track coalescence avoiding hypothesis pruning approach of (Blom & Bloem, 2000) is extended to bring the joint target modes
into account. The resulting filter algorithm is referred to as track-coalescence-avoiding Joint IMM Coupled PDA. The two novel algorithms
are compared to IMMJPDA and IMMPDA through Monte Carlo simulations.

Key words: Bayesian estimation, Descriptor system, False measurements, Jump linear model, Missing measurements, Multitarget
tracking, Stochastic hybrid system, Sudden maneuvers.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of tracking multiple maneuvering
targets from possibly missing and false measurements, with
the aim to develop novel combinations of two well known
approaches in target tracking: Interacting Multiple Model
(IMM) algorithm and multi target versions of Probabilistic
Data Association (PDA). Because each of these two solve
complementary tracking problems it is of significant interest
to combine both approaches. Since the publication of the
IMM algorithm (Blom, 1984; Blom & Bar-Shalom, 1988),
a large variety of IMM extensions and applications have ap-
peared for many practical applications (e.g. see the overview
in Mazor et al., 1998). One of the successful extensions is
the combination of IMM with PDA (Houles & Bar-Shalom,
1989) as an effective approach to realize good tracking
performance as long as targets stay sufficiently separated
from each other. For closely spaced targets several tracking
algorithms have been developed through combinations of
IMM and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) kind of
approaches towards measurement to track assignment (e.g.
Blackman and Popoli, 1999, pp.1090-1108; Kirubarajan et

? This paper was not presented at any IFAC meeting. Corre-
sponding author Henk Blom. Tel. +31-20-5113544. Fax +31-20-
51113210.

Email addresses: blom@nlr.nl (Henk A.P. Blom),
bloem@nlr.nl (Edwin A. Bloem).

al., 1996; Blackman et al., 1999; Leung et al., 1999; Koch,
2000). There is a remarkable lack of similarly successful
approaches in tracking closely spaced targets with IMM
and a multi target version of PDA.

Combinations of IMM and the well known JPDA (Bar-
Shalom & Fortmann, 1988) have initially been studied along
two heuristic directions. Bar-Shalom et al. (1992) heuristi-
cally developed an IMMJPDA-Coupled filter for situations
where the measurements of two targets are unresolved dur-
ing periods of close encounter. The filters of the individual
targets are coupled through cross-target-covariance terms.
The filtering results obtained have not been very encour-
aging to continue this development. De Feo et al. (1997)
combined JPDA with an approximation of IMM. The first
sound combination of IMM and JPDA has been developed
by Chen & Tugnait (2001). Focus of this development
was on comparing fixed-lag IMMJPDA smoothing versus
IMMJPDA filtering but not on tracking closely spaced ma-
neuvering targets.

The current paper aims to improve this situation by charac-
terizing the exact Bayesian filter, and by developing novel
target tracking combinations of IMM and PDA. To accom-
plish this, the descriptor system modeling approach of Blom
& Bloem (2000) is adopted. First the problem of tracking
multiple jump-linear targets is represented into one of filter-
ing for a jump-linear descriptor system with stochastic i.i.d.
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coefficients. Subsequently this descriptor system represen-
tation is used as an instrument for the characterization of
exact Bayesian equation for the conditional density of the
joint maneuver modes and states of all targets. From this,
finite dimensional filter algorithms are developed through
introducing the following two successive approximations
towards the exact Bayesian equation:

• Assume conditionally Gaussian density of the joint target
states given the joint targets manoeuvre modes. The result-
ing filter algorithm is referred to as Joint IMM Coupled
PDA (JIMMCPDA). The specialty of this filter algorithm
is that both the IMM step and the PDA step is performed
jointly over all target modes and states. An initial version
of this has been presented in Blom & Bloem (2003).

• Extend and apply track coalescence avoiding hypothesis
pruning approach of Blom & Bloem (2000). The resulting
filter algorithm is referred to as JIMMCPDA* where the *
stands for track-coalescence-avoiding. An initial version
of this has been presented in Blom & Bloem (2004).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the
problem considered. In section 3, an exact Bayesian equa-
tion of the evolution of the conditional density for the joint
states and modes of the multiple targets is developed. Sec-
tion 4 and section 5 develop the JIMMCPDA and the JIMM-
CPDA* filter equations respectively. Section 6 shows the
effectiveness of the novel filters through Monte Carlo sim-
ulation results. Section 7 draws conclusions.

2 Problem formulation

The problem of tracking multiple linear Markovian mode
switching targets in false and missed detections is formu-
lated in terms of filtering for a jump linear descriptor sys-
tem with both Markovian switching and i.i.d. coefficients.
The equations for the joint targets state xt and the potential
measurements zt satisfy

xt = A(θt)xt−1 + B(θt)wt (1)
zt = H(θt)xt + G(θt)vt (2)

The underlying model components of (1) are as follows:

xt
4
= Col{x1

t , ..., x
M
t },

θt
4
= Col{θ1

t , ..., θM
t },

A(θ)
4
= Diag{a1(θ1), ..., aM (θM )},

B(θ)
4
= Diag{b1(θ1), ..., bM (θM )},

wt
4
= Col{w1

t , ..., wM
t },

where xi
t is the n-vectorial state of the i-th target at moment

t, θi
t is the mode of the i-th target at moment t and assumes

values from M = {1, .., N} according to a transition proba-
bility matrix Πi, ai(θi) and bi(θi) are (n×n)- and (n×n′)-
matrices, wi

t is a sequence of i.i.d. standard Gaussian vari-
ables of dimension n′ with wi

t , wj
t independent for all i 6=

j and wi
t ,xi

0, xj
0 independent for all i 6= j. With this, xt is

a vector of size Mn, A(θ) and B(θ) are of size Mn×Mn
and Mn×Mn′ respectively, and {θt} assumes values from
MM according to transition probability matrix Π = [Πη,θ].
If targets switch mode independently of each other, then:

Πη,θ =
M∏

i=1

Πi
ηi,θi , for every (η, θ) ∈MM

The coefficients in eq. (2) are as follows:

H(θ)
4
= Diag{h1(θ1), ..., hM (θM )},

G(θ)
4
= Diag{g1(θ1), ..., gM (θM )},

hi(θi) is an (m× n)-matrix,
gi(θi) is an (m×m′)-matrix,

vt
4
= Col{v1

t , ..., vM
t },

where vi
t is a sequence of i.i.d. standard Gaussian variables

of dimension m′ with vi
t and vj

t independent for all i 6= j.
Moreover vi

t is independent of xj
0 and wj

t for all i,j.

We next describe the relation between the potential
measurement vector zt and the measurement vector
yt

4
= Col{y1,t, ..., yLt,t

}, where yi,t denotes the i-th m-
vectorial measurement at moment t and Lt denotes the
number of measurements at moment t. Because yt contains
a random mixture of Dt target measurements and Lt −Dt

false measurements, the relation between zt and yt can be
characterized by the following pair of equations for the
target and false measurements respectively:

Φ(ψt)yt = χ
t
Φ(φt)zt , if Dt > 0,

= {} , if Dt = 0
(3.a)

Φ(ψ∗t )yt = v∗t , if Lt > Dt,

= {} , if Lt = Dt

(3.b)

where Φ, ψt, φt, ψ∗t , v∗t are explained below.
First we explain the target measurement eq. (3.a). This equa-
tion has stochastic i.i.d. coefficients Φ(ψt) and χ

t
Φ(φt).

ψt
4
= Col{ψ1,t, ..., ψLt,t} is the target indicator vector,

where ψi,t ∈{0,1} is a target indicator at moment t for
measurement i, which assumes the value one if measure-
ment i belongs to a detected target and zero if measurement
i is false.
In order to let ψt select the correct measurements by simple
matrix multiplication, a matrix operator Φ is defined, pro-
ducing Φ(ψ′) as a (0, 1)-valued matrix of size D(ψ′)×M ′ of
which the ith row equals the ith non-zero row of Diag{ψ′},

where D(ψ′)
4
=

∑M ′

i=1 ψ′i for an arbitrary (0,1)-valued M ′-
vector ψ′. To take into account the measurement vector
size m, Φ(ψt) needs to be ”inflated” to the proper size of
Dtm by means of the Kronecker product with Im. To this

end, Φ(ψ′)
4
= Φ(ψ′)⊗ Im with Im a unit-matrix of size m,

and ⊗ the Kronecker product. Hence Φ(ψt)yt is a column
vector that contains all correct measurements from yt.

2
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φt
4
= Col{φ1,t, ..., φM,t} is the detection indicator vector,

where φi,t ∈{0,1} is the detection indicator for target i,
which assumes the value one with probability P i

d > 0, in-
dependently of φj,t, j 6= i, where P i

d denotes the detection
probability of target i. {φt} is a sequence of i.i.d. vectors,

and Dt
4
=

∑M
i=1 φi,t denotes the number of detected targets.

By using the matrix operator Φ, Φ(φt)H(θt)xt is a column
vector of potential detected measurements of targets in a
fixed order.

The detected target measurements in the observation vec-
tor yt are in random order. Hence the potential detected
measurements of targets need to be randomly mixed. To
perform this by a simple matrix multiplication, a sequence
of independent stochastic permutation matrices {χt} of size
Dt×Dt is defined and assumed to be independent of {φt}.
To take into account the measurement vector size m, χt

needs to be ”inflated” to the proper size of Dtm by means of

the Kronecker product with Im. To this end, χ
t

4
= χt ⊗ Im

with Im a unit-matrix of size m, and ⊗ the Kronecker prod-
uct. Hence χ

t
Φ(φt)H(θt)xt is a column vector of potential

detected measurements of targets in random order.

Next we explain the false measurement eq. (3.b). v∗t is a
column vector of Ft i.i.d. false measurements within a given
volume V . The prior density of these false measurements is
assumed to be uniform on V . The number of false measure-
ments at moment t, Ft, is assumed to be Poisson distributed

pFt(F ) = (λV )F

F ! exp
(−λV

)
, F = 0, 1, 2, . ..

= 0, else

where λ > 0 is the spatial density of false measurements
(i.e. the average number per unit volume). Thus λV is the
expected number of false measurements in volume V .

ψ∗t
4
= Col{ψ∗1,t, ..., ψ

∗
Lt,t} is a false indicator vector of size

Lt (= Ft + Dt) with ψ∗i,t = 1 − ψi,t. To select the false
measurements by matrix multiplication, the matrix operator
Φ is used again. Hence Φ(ψ∗t )yt is a column vector that
contains all false measurements from yt.

3 Exact equation for the conditional density

In this section a Bayesian characterization of the conditional
density 1 pxt,θt| Yt

(x, θ) is given where Yt denotes the σ-
algebra generated by measurements yt up to and including
moment t. This characterization is in the form of an exten-
sion of the single recursive equation of Elliot et al. (1996)
for Markov jump linear filtering. For our derivation how-
ever we follow a Bayesian approach rather than the refer-
ence probability method (Elliott et al., 1995).

1 More precisely it is a generalized probability density function
(De Groot, 1970, p. 19)

In preparation to the Bayesian approach, eq. (3.a) is first
transformed following Blom & Bloem (2000). Because χt

has an inverse, (3.a) yields:

χT
t
Φ(ψt)yt = Φ(φt)zt , if Dt > 0

= {} , if Dt = 0
(4)

By introducing an auxiliary indicator matrix process χ̃t of

size Dt × Lt, as follows: χ̃t
4
= χT

t Φ(ψt), (4) becomes:

χ̃
t
yt = Φ(φt)zt , if Dt > 0

= {} , if Dt = 0
(5)

where the size of χ̃
t

is Dtm × Ltm and the size of Φ(φt)
is Dtm × Mm. The right-hand side of (5) shows that all
relevant combinations of detected potential target measure-
ments can be covered by φt hypotheses. The left-hand side
of (5) shows that all relevant selections of sets of target orig-
inating measurements out of the set of all measurements,
can be covered by χ̃t hypotheses. Thus from (5), it follows
that all relevant measurement-to-target associations can be
covered by (φt, χ̃t)-hypotheses. We extend this to Dt = 0
by adding the combination φt = {0}M and χ̃t = {}Lt .

Theorem 1. For any φ ∈{0, 1}M , such that D(φ)
4
=∑M

i=1 φi ≤ Lt, the following recursive equation holds true
for the conditional density pxt,θt|Yt

(x, θ):

pxt,θt|Yt
(x, θ) =

= ct

∑

φ∈{0,1}M

[
λM−D(φ)

M∏

i=1

[ (
1− P i

d

)(1−φi) (
P i

d

)φi

]
·

·
∑

χ̃

NmD(φ){χ̃yt; Φ(φ)H(θ)x, Φ(φ)G(θ)G(θ)T Φ(φ)T }
]
·

·
∫

RMn

NMn{x; A(θ)x′, B(θ)B(θ)T } ·

·
∑

η∈{1,...,N}M

[
Πηθ pxt−1,θt−1|Yt−1(x

′, η)
]
dx′ (6)

with normalization ct, NK{·; x̄, p̄} a K-dimensional
Gaussian with mean x̄ and covariance P̄ , and 2nd sum
running over all χ̃ = χΦ(ψ) with χ a D(φ) × D(φ) per-
mutation matrix and ψ ∈ {0, 1}Lt such that D(ψ) = D(φ).

Proof: The law of total probability yields:

pxt,θt|Yt
(x, θ) =

∑

φ,χ̃

pxt,θt,φt,χ̃t|Yt
(x, θ, φ, χ̃) (7)

Together with eqs. (2) and (5), Bayes theorem (De Groot,
1970, p. 28) yields:

pxt,θt,φt,χ̃t|Yt
(x, θ, φ, χ̃) =

3
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= c′tN{χ̃yt; Φ(φ)H(θ)x, Φ(φ)G(θ)G(θ)T Φ(φ)T } ·
·pxt,θt,φt,χ̃t|Yt−1(x, θ, φ, χ̃) (8)

JPDA’s derivation (Bar-Shalom & Fortmann, 1988) yields

pxt,θt,φt,χ̃t|Yt−1(x, θ, φ, χ̃) = c′′t λM−D(φ) ·

·
M∏

i=1

[ (
1− P i

d

)(1−φi) (
P i

d

)φi

]
· pxt,θt|Yt−1(x, θ) (9)

IMM’s basic derivation (Blom, 1984, App. A) yields:

pxt,θt|Yt−1(x, θ) =
∫

RMn

NMn{x; A(θ)x′, B(θ)B(θ)T } ·

·
∑

η∈{1,...,N}M

[
Πηθ pxt−1,θt−1|Yt−1(x

′, η)
]
dx′ (10)

Substituting (10) in (9), the result in (8), then in (7), and
rearranging the summation over χ̃ yields eq. (6).

Eq. (6) is a recursive equation for the exact Bayesian solution
of tracking multiple targets from possibly false and missing
measurements. From eq. (6) follows that if the initial density
is a Gaussian mixture, then the exact conditional density
solution of recursive equation (6) is a Gaussian mixture, the
number of Gaussians increasing exponentially with time.

4 Joint IMM Coupled PDA filter

In this section we develop an algorithm which keeps the
number of Gaussians limited to one per θ ∈ {1, ..., N}M .
For this we assume a conditional Gaussian pxt|θt,Yt−1(x|θ)
in the following Theorem.

Theorem 2. For each θ ∈ {1, ..., N}M , let pθt|Yt−1(θ) > 0
and let pxt|θt,Yt−1(x | θ) be Gaussian with mean x̄t(θ) and
covariance P̄t(θ) and let βt(φ, χ̃, θ) be defined by

βt(φ, χ̃, θ)
4
= Prob{φt = φ, χ̃t = χ̃, θt = θ | Yt}.

Then

βt(φ, χ̃, θ) = Ft(φ, χ̃, θ)λ(M−D(φ))·

·[
M∏

i=1

(1− P i
d)

(1−φi)(P i
d)

φi ] · pθt|Yt−1(θ)/ct (11)

with ct such that it normalizes βt(φ, χ̃, θ), and with:

Ft(φ, χ̃, θ) = [(2π)mD(φ)Det{Qt(φ, θ)}]− 1
2 ·

· exp{−1
2
µT

t (φ, χ̃, θ)Qt(φ, θ)−1µt(φ, χ̃, θ)}, if φ 6= {0}M

= 1, if φ = {0}M (12.a)

where

µt(φ, χ̃, θ) = χ̃yt − Φ(φ)H(θ)x̄t(θ) (12.b)

Qt(φ, θ)
4
= Φ(φ)

(
H(θ)P̄t(θ)H(θ)T + G(θ)G(θ)T

)
Φ(φ)T

(12.c)

Moreover, pxt|θt,Yt
(x | θ) is a Gaussian mixture, with over-

all weight pθt|Yt
(θ), mean x̂t(θ) and overall covariance

P̂t(θ) satisfying:

pθt|Yt
(θ) =

∑

φ,χ̃

βt(φ, χ̃, θ) (13)

x̂t(θ) = x̄t(θ) +
∑

φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)
( ∑

χ̃

βt|θ(φ, χ̃)µt(φ, χ̃, θ)
)

(14.a)
P̂t(θ) = P̄t(θ)+

−
∑

φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)Φ(φ)H(θ)P̄t(θ)
( ∑

χ̃

βt|θ(φ, χ̃)
)

+

+
∑

φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)
( ∑

χ̃

βt|θ(φ, χ̃)µt(φ, χ̃, θ)µT
t (φ, χ̃, θ)

)
·

·KT
t (φ, θ)−




∑
φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)
(∑

χ̃

βt|θ(φ, χ̃)µt(φ, χ̃, θ)
)

 ·

·




∑

φ′
φ′ 6=0

Kt(φ′, θ)
( ∑

χ̃′
βt|θ(φ′, χ̃′)µt(φ′, χ̃′, θ)

)



T

(14.b)

with:

Kt(φ, θ) = P̄t(θ)H(θ)T Φ(φ)T Qt(φ, θ)−1 if φ 6= 0,

= 0 else
(15.a)

βt|θ(φ, χ̃) = βt(φ, χ̃, θ)/pθt|Yt
(θ) (15.b)

Proof: (Outline) If pxt|θt,Yt−1(x|θ) is Gaussian with
mean x̄t(θ) and covariance P̄t(θ), then the density
pxt|φt,χ̃t,θt,Yt

(x|φ, χ̃, θ) is Gaussian with mean x̂t(φ, χ̃, θ)
and covariance P̂t(φ, θ) satisfying for φ 6= 0,

x̂t(φ, χ̃, θ) = x̄t(θ) + Kt(φ, θ)[χ̃yt − Φ(φ)H(θ)x̄t(θ)]

P̂t(φ, θ) = P̄t(θ)−Kt(φ, θ)Φ(φ)H(θ)P̄t(θ)

and for φ = 0:

x̂t(φ, χ̃, θ) = x̄t(θ)

P̂t(φ, θ) = P̄t(θ)

4
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Hence, pxt|θt,Yt
(. | θ) is a Gaussian mixture, and all equa-

tions follow from a lengthy but straightforward evaluation
of this mixture.

Theorem 2 provides a conditional characterization for
the joint targets modes and states. Here we use this to
obtain a recursive algorithm by assuming that, for each
θ ∈ {1, ..., N}M , the conditional density pxt|θt,Yt−1(x | θ)
is approximated by a single Gaussian density on IRMn. We
refer to this recursive algorithm as the JIMMCPDA (Joint
IMM Coupled PDA) filter, which consists of the following
six subsequent steps.

JIMMCPDA Step 1: Interaction
For all θ ∈ {1, ..., N}M , starting with the weights
pθt−1|Yt−1(θ), the means x̂t−1(θ) and the associated covari-
ances P̂t−1(θ), one evaluates the mixed initial condition for
the filter matched to θt = θ as in IMM:

pθt|Yt−1(θ) =
∑

η∈{1,...,N}M

Πη,θ · pθt−1|Yt−1(η)

x̂t−1|θt
(θ) =

∑

η∈{1,...,N}M

µt−1|t(η|θ)x̂t−1(η)

P̂t−1|θt
(θ) =

∑

η∈{1,...,N}M

·µt−1|t(η|θ) ·
(
P̂t−1(η) +

+[x̂t−1(η)− x̂t−1|θt
(θ)] · [x̂t−1(η)− x̂t−1|θt

(θ)]T
)

µt−1|t(η|θ) = Πη,θ · pθt−1|Yt−1(η)/pθt|Yt−1(θ)

JIMMCPDA Step 2: Prediction for all θ ∈ {1,...,N}M :

x̄t(θ) = A(θ)x̂t−1|θt
(θ)

P̄t(θ) = A(θ)P̂t−1|θt
(θ)A(θ)T + B(θ)B(θ)T

Q̄t(θ) = H(θ)P̄t(θ)H(θ)T + G(θ)G(θ)T

JIMMCPDA Step 3: Gating, based on Bar-Shalom & Li
(1995). Let Q̄i

t(θ) be the i-th m×m diagonal block matrix
of Q̄t(θ), then identify for each target the mode for which
Det Q̄i

t(θ) is largest:

θ∗it = Argmax
θ

{Det Q̄i
t(θ)}

and define for each target i a gate Gi
t ∈ IRm as follows:

Gi
t
4
= {zi ∈ IRm; [zi − hi(θ∗it )x̄i

t(θ
∗i
t )]T ·

·Q̄i
t(θ

∗i
t )−1[zi − hi(θ∗it )x̄i

t(θ
∗i
t )] ≤ ν}

with ν the gate size. If the j-th measurement yj
t falls outside

gate Gi
t; i.e. yj

t /∈ Gi
t, then the j-th component of the i-th

row of [Φ(φ)T χ̃] is assumed to equal zero at moment t. This
reduces the set of possible detection/permutation hypothe-
ses to be evaluated at moment t for various φ to X̃t(φ).

JIMMCPDA Step 4: Evaluation of the detection/permutation
hypotheses by adapting the P i

d in (11) for reduced detection
probability due to the limited gate size ν:

βt(φ, χ̃, θ) = Ft(φ, χ̃, θ)λ(Lt−D(φ)) · pθt|Yt−1(θ)·
·
[∏M

i=1

(
1− P i

d · Chi2m(ν)
)(1−φi) ·

·
(
P i

d · Chi2m(ν)
)φi

]
/ct for χ̃ ∈ X̃t(φ),

= 0 else

where Ft(φ, χ̃, θ) is evaluated using eqs. (12.a,b,c), Chi2m(·)
is the Chi-squared cumulative distribution function with m
degrees of freedom, and ct normalizes βt(φ, χ̃, θ).

JIMMCPDA Step 5: Measurement update.
Evaluate equations (13) - (15).

JIMMCPDA Step 6: Output:

x̂t =
∑

θ∈{1,...,N}M

pθt|Yt
(θ) · x̂t(θ) (16)

P̂t =
∑

θ∈{1,...,N}M

pθt|Yt
(θ)

(
P̂t(θ) + [x̂t(θ)− x̂t] · [x̂t(θ)− x̂t]T

)

(17)

5 Track-coalescence-avoiding JIMMCPDA filter

Blom & Bloem (2000) have shown that CPDA is sensitive to
track coalescence because CPDA merges over permutation
hypotheses, and that a suitable hypothesis pruning may pro-
vide an effective countermeasure by pruning per (φt, ψt)-
hypothesis all but the most likely χt-hypotheses prior to
measurement updating. The physical explanation for why
this is working has been given by Koch and Van Keuk (1997)
for two targets: ”If targets move closely spaced for a longer
period of time, it seems to be reasonable to represent the pdf
by a symmetric form invariant against a permutation of the
objects.” The CPDA hypothesis pruning strategy of Blom &
Bloem (2000) is extended to JIMMCPDA as follows: eval-
uate all (φt, ψt,θt) hypotheses and prune per (φt, ψt,θt)-
hypothesis all but the most-likely χt-hypotheses. For every
φ, ψ and θ, satisfying D(ψ) = D(φ) ≤Min{M, Lt}, the
most likely χ hypothesis satisfies the mapping χ̂t(φ, ψ,θ):

χ̂t(φ, ψ, θ) = Argmax
χ

βt(φ, χT Φ(ψ), θ) (18)

where the maximization is over all permutation matrices χ
of size D(φ)×D(φ).
The pruning strategy of evaluating all (φ, ψ, θ)-hypotheses
and only one χ-hypothesis per (φ, ψ, θ)-hypothesis implies
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that we adopt the following pruned hypothesis weights:

β̂t(φ, ψ, θ) = βt(φ, χ̂(φ, ψ, θ)T Φ(ψ), θ)/ĉt,

if 0 < D(φ) ≤ Min{M, Lt}
= βt({0}M , {}Lt , θ)/ĉt, if D(φ) = 0

= 0, else

(19)

with ĉt a normalization constant for β̂t; i.e. such that

∑
φ,ψ,θ

D(ψ)=D(φ)

β̂t(φ, ψ, θ) = 1 (20)

By inserting this particular hypothesis pruning step after
step 4 of JIMMCPDA and adapting the subsequent mea-
surement update step, then we get JIMMCPDA*. The re-
sulting cycle of the JIMMCPDA* filter algorithm consists
of the following 7 steps:

JIMMCPDA* Steps 1-4: Interaction
Equivalent to JIMMCPDA Steps 1-4 in section 5.

JIMMCPDA* Step 5: Hypothesis pruning.
For every (φ, ψ, θ) determine β̂t(φ, ψ, θ) by evaluating eqs.
(18)-(20).

JIMMCPDA* Step 6: Measurement update
For all i ∈ {1, ...,M}, θi ∈ {1, ..., N} :

p̂θt|Yt
(θ) ∼=

∑

φ,ψ

β̂t(φ, ψ, θ) (21)

x̂t(θ) ∼= x̄t(θ) +
∑

φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)
( ∑

ψ

β̂t|θ(φ, ψ)µ̂t(φ, ψ, θ)
)

(22)
P̂t(θ) ∼= P̄t(θ) +

−
∑

φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)Φ(φ)H(θ)P̄t(θ) ·
( ∑

ψ

β̂t|θ(φ, ψ)
)

+

+
∑

φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)
( ∑

ψ

β̂t|θ(φ, ψ)µ̂t(φ, ψ, θ)µ̂t(φ, ψ, θ)T

)
·

·KT
t (φ, θ)−




∑
φ

φ 6=0

Kt(φ, θ)
(∑

ψ

β̂t|θ(φ, ψ)µ̂t(φ, ψ, θ)
)

 ·

·




∑

φ′
φ′ 6=0

Kt(φ′, θ)
( ∑

ψ′
β̂t|θ(φ′, ψ′)µ̂t(φ′, ψ′, θ)

)



T

(23)

β̂t|θ(φ, ψ) = β̂t(φ, ψ, θ)/p̂θt|Yt
(θ) (24)

µ̂t(φ, ψ, θ) = µt(φ, χ̂(φ, ψ, θ)T Φ(ψ), θ) (25)

and Kt(φ, θ) satisfies (15.a).

JIMMCPDA* Step 7: Output equations
Equivalent to JIMMCPDA Step 6.

6 Monte Carlo simulations

In this section we perform Monte Carlo simulations for two
targets flying the 2D trajectory patterns as pictured in Fig-
ure 1 and in Figure 2. The filter algorithms evaluated are
IMMJPDA, JIMMCPDA, JIMMCPDA* and an IMMPDA
which updates an individual track using PDA by assuming
the measurements from the adjacent targets as false. The tar-
get trajectories in Figure 1 are from Chen & Tugnait (2001).
We refer to this as scenario R0. 2

In addition to this we simulate targets that start and stop ma-
neuvering simultaneously as depicted in Figure 2. From 0
to 20s, targets 1 and 2 fly at a speed of 400 m/s in a straight
line in south and north direction respectively. From 20 to
35s, both targets make a coordinated turn to the east. From
35 s to 55s, both targets fly in a straight line to the east.
From 55s to 70s, targets 1 and 2 make a coordinated turn
to the north and to the south respectively. From 70s to 90s,
targets 1 and 2 fly in a straight line to the north and to the
south respectively. Of the simultaneously manoeuvering tar-
gets we consider seven scenarios, which differ in the initial
position of Target 1 only:

Scenario R1: Target 1 starts at (0,11820m) and target 2
starts at (0,-11820m).

Scenario R2/R2′: Same as R1 but initial position of target
1 is shifted 200/100m to the south.

Scenario R3/R3′: same as R1 but initial position of target
1 is shifted 200/100m to the north.

Scenario R4/R4′: Same as R1 but initial position of target
1 is shifted 200/100m to the east.

Similar as in Chen & Tugnait (2001), the target motion mod-
els are patterned after Houles & Bar Shalom (1989). The
motion models for the two targets are identical. In each mode
the state of the target is position, velocity and acceleration
in each of the the two Cartesian coordinates (x, y). Three
modes for {θi

t} are adopted. The corresponding system ma-
trices ai(θi) and bi(θi), for θi ∈ {1, 2, 3} and i ∈ {1, 2},
are defined as:

ai(θi) =

[
ai
1(θ

i) 0

0 ai
2(θ

i)

]
, bi(θi) =

[
bi
1(θ

i) 0

0 bi
2(θ

i)

]

2 On a 3D version of scenario R0, Chen & Tugnait (2001) com-
pared IMMJPDA filtering against IMMJPDA smoothing, but not
against another filtering approach.
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Fig. 1. Scenario R0: Trajectories from Chen & Tugnait (2001)
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Fig. 2. Scenario R1: Simultaneously manoeuvering targets

ai
j(1) =




1 Ts 0

0 1 0

0 0 0


 , ai

j(2) = ai
j(3) =




1 Ts
1
2T 2

s

0 1 Ts

0 0 1




bi
j(k) = σi

a(k) ·




1
2T 2

s

Ts

1{k 6= 1}


 , k = 1, 2, 3

where Ts is the sampling period.

• Model 1: nearly constant velocity model with zero mean
perturbation in acceleration. The standard deviation of the
process noise is σi

a(1) = 5m/s2.
• Model 2:Wiener process acceleration (nearly constant ac-

celeration motion). The standard deviation of the process
noise is σi

a(2) = 7.5m/s2.
• Model 3:Wiener process acceleration (model with large

acceleration increments, for the onset and termination of
maneuvers). The standard deviation of the process noise
is σi

a(2) = 40m/s2.

The initial model probabilities for the two targets are iden-
tical: γ̂i

0(1) = 0.8, γ̂i
0(2) = 0.1, γ̂i

0(3) = 0.1. The mode
switching probability matrix for each of the two targets is
also identical and is given by:

Πi =




0.8 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.8 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.8




The sensor measurement coefficients for target i are

hi(θi) =

[
hi

1(θ
i) 0

0 hi
2(θ

i)

]
, gi(θi) =

[
gi
1(θ

i) 0

0 gi
2(θ

i)

]

hi
j(θ

i) =
[

1 0 0
]
, gi

j(θ
i) = σm, j ∈ {1, 2}

The standard deviation σm of the measurement error is
σm = 20m. The sensor is assumed to be located at the coor-
dinate system origin. the sampling interval Ts = 1 s and it
was assumed that the probability of detection Pd = 0.997.
For generating false measurements in simulations the clut-
ter was assumed to be Poisson distributed with expected
number of λ = 1 × 10−6/m2. The gates for setting up the
validation regions for the measurements were based on the
threshold ν = 25.

For each of the scenarios Monte Carlo simulations contain-
ing 100 runs have been performed for each of the tracking
filters. To make the comparisons more meaningful, for all
tracking algorithms the same random number streams were
used. During our simulations we counted track i ”O.K.”, if

| hix̂i
T − hixi

T |≤ 9σm

with | · | the l2-norm. We counted track i 6= j ”Swapped”, if

| hix̂i
T − hjxj

T |≤ 9σm

We counted track i and j as ”Coalescing Tracks” if at three
or more consecutive observation moments:

| hixi
t − hjxj

t |> 9σm ∧ | hix̂i
t − hj x̂j

t |≤ σm

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations are given in four
types of Tables:

• % of both tracks ”O.K.” or ”Swapped”, in Table 1.
• % of both tracks ”O.K.”, in Table 2.
• % of ”Coalescing” tracks, in Table 3.
• average CPU time per scan, in Table 4.

IMMJPDA performs much better than IMMPDA except for
scenario R1, i.e. the scenario where the two targets fly very
close to each other for some time. Under scenario R1 the
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performance of IMMJPDA suffers from serious track coa-
lescence. Because JIMMCPDA is in theory more close to the
exact Bayesian filter than IMMJPDA is, one would expect
a significant improvement in performance of JIMMCPDA
over IMMJPDA. The results however falsify this expecta-
tion for all scenarios except scenario R2. Most remarkable
is the dramatic decrease in performance by JIMMCPDA for
scenarios where the two targets come closer than 200m to
each other, i.e. R1 (0m), R2′ (100m), R3′ (100m) and R4′
(100m). These scenarios have in common that they cause
JIMMCPDA to be caught in a situation where it has strongly
coupled uncertainty about which target is gone in which di-
rection. As a result of this JIMMCPDA increases its covari-
ance and then diverges. The permutation hypothesis pruning
of JIMMCPDA* however mitigates this problem effectively.

Table 1
% Both tracks ”O.K.” or ”swapped”.

R0 R1 R2 R2′ R3 R3′ R4 R4′

IMMPDA 94 1 15 0 23 1 18 2

IMMJPDA 97 0 92 91 98 94 98 90

JIMMCPDA 97 0 97 15 93 16 97 15

JIMMCPDA* 97 97 96 96 98 97 98 98

Table 2
% Both tracks ”O.K.”.

R0 R1 R2 R2′ R3 R3′ R4 R4′

IMMPDA 94 0 1 0 17 0 8 0

IMMJPDA 97 0 71 42 96 59 98 39

JIMMCPDA 97 0 83 4 91 5 97 10

JIMMCPDA* 97 46 80 39 95 32 98 78

Table 3
% Coalescing tracks.

R0 R1 R2 R2′ R3 R3′ R4 R4′

IMMPDA 2 99 82 98 77 98 71 99

IMMJPDA 0 74 0 0 0 0 0 1

JIMMCPDA 0 99 0 51 5 43 1 59

JIMMCPDA* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4
Average CPU time per scan (in seconds).

R0 R1 R2 R2′ R3 R3′ R4 R4′

IMMPDA 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17

IMMJPDA 0.20 0.74 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.21

JIMMCPDA 0.33 1.38 0.33 1.23 0.36 1.30 0.30 1.27

JIMMCPDA* 0.31 0.29 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.27

Track continuity comparison of JIMMCPDA* vs. JIMM-
PDA shows a dramatic improvement for scenario R1, sig-
nificant improvements for scenarios R2, R2’, R3’ and R4’,

and equal performance for scenarios R0, R3 and R4. More-
over, JIMMCPDA* is the only algorithm of the four consid-
ered which performs constantly high and at a constant and
reasonable CPU load.

7 Conclusion

This paper has developed novel Bayesian equations for
tracking multiple maneuvering targets from possibly false
and missing measurements. The approach taken is to first
characterize this tracking problem into one of filtering for
a jump-linear descriptor system with stochastic i.i.d. coeffi-
cients. This representation served as an instrument to derive
the exact Bayesian filter equation and two novel tracking al-
gorithms. The latter two are referred to as JIMMCPDA and
JIMMCPDA*, where the * refers to a track-coalescence-
avoiding version. These novel algorithms handle both the
IMM and the PDA jointly over all target modes and all data
associations. Through Monte Carlo simulations for a sim-
ple but demanding example, the effectiveness of the novel
filters relative to IMMJPDA of Chen & Tugnait (2001) has
been evaluated.
The theoretically ”better” JIMMCPDA appears to be more
sensitive to track coalescence than IMMJPDA. Conse-
quently there are significant situations where JIMMCPDA
performs less well than IMMJPDA. However, the hypoth-
esis pruning method developed for JIMMCPDA* appears
to work so effectively in avoiding track coalescence, that
JIMMCPDA* realizes a significantly improved track con-
tinuation performance over IMMJPDA for demanding en-
counters.
There are several interesting extensions possible for the
jump-linear descriptor framework and the novel exact and
approximate filters. For example to develop a track coales-
cence avoiding IMMJPDA version (Blom & Bloem, 2002),
to incorporate the target initiation model of Mušicki et al.
(1994), or to incorporate unresolved measurement models of
Chang & Bar-Shalom (1984) or Koch & Van Keuk (1997).
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